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Abstract: Powerful buyers have become a problem stifling the market presence of micro, small and medium businesses. Their power in both upstream and downstream markets may allow them to manipulate prices or output. The authors look at whether competition law can address such problem particularly in Malaysia. They use monopsony as the theoretical framework and find that the Malaysian Competition Act 2010 can only be used indirectly against the conduct of powerful buyers due to the lack of express reference to the term monopsony. The existing rules are more often operationalised on the supply side rather than the demand side, making proving the anti-competitive conduct of those buyers difficult. In Indonesia, the main competition legislation i.e. the Law No. 5 of 1999 can be directly used but proving legal violation is also difficult. However, Indonesia has a specific law that protects small sellers from powerful buyers’ use of their market power.
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1 Introduction

Powerful buyers have become a problem stifling the market presence of micro, small and medium businesses in many countries including Malaysia. They may refer to middlemen who buy commodities from farmers and fishermen as gatherers, mere buyers, brokers, traders, marketers or even creditors. They may also refer to consumers of raw materials who manufacture them into finished products before being sold to end users.

The Malaysian Government has been critical of these powerful buyers especially in sectors with high level of participation of traditional market players. The Malaysian Government (through its Ministry of Agriculture) launched a ‘crusade’ against middlemen in 2014 to free poor fishermen from being subjugated by powerful buyers (Utusan Malaysia, 2014). The same sentiment has been echoed in Malaysia’s neighbour, Indonesia. In Indonesia, middlemen had been cited as one of the causes of farmers’ poverty (Rakyat Pos, 2015) and calls to combat powerful buyers in the agricultural sector had been made by many elements within the government including the military (Antaranews, 2017).

The presence of powerful buyers may not necessarily harm farmers and consumers in general. Cooperation between them may reduce negative externalities and the cost of state interference. This can be seen in the palm oil sector in Malaysia (Ishak et al., 2017). However, more often than not, powerful buyers imposed very low price on farmers or fishermen but resold the produce at far too high price reaping supra-competitive profits. This harms both the farmers and end users. Some powerful buyers also gave credit to farmers or fishermen who struggle to pay off their debts and this has cultivated a culture of dependency on the powerful buyers.
Since powerful buyers have the tendency to use their market position to exploit the farmers or fishermen, it is important to look at whether competition law can address the powerful buyers issue in the context of a small seller. Small seller here refers to a seller who is a micro enterprise or very small enterprise. Smaller business players are categorised into micro, small and medium enterprises (SMEs). The categorisation is based on number of employees and volume of sales of a business, which may differ from one country and another. In Malaysia, a business whose annual sales are lower than USD72,000 or has fewer than five employees, is a microenterprise (SME Corp Malaysia, 2013). However, a small enterprise can have annual sales up to USD3.6 million or employees of up to 75 (SME Corp Malaysia, 2013). This disparity is away from the scope of this paper, but it explains the terminological flexibility employed by this with regards to micro seller and/or small seller. This paper chooses small seller for easier comprehension by readers.

Competition law has specific principles on the concept of buyer power. Normally, it is the seller who has power in the market. However, in many circumstances, the power is also held by the buyer who is the powerful buyer or manufacturer of a finished product. Other than buyer power, there is also the concept of monopsony. The difference between them is the number of the buyer. Monopsony happens when there is only one buyer. Despite competition law recognising the concept of monopsony or buyer power, its implementation is still limited as shown by experiences in many countries including Malaysia. In Indonesia although the competition law is more advanced and has clearer rules on monopsony, the application of those rules against monopsonist and powerful buyers still have some constraints.

This paper will discuss the scenario of monopsony in Malaysia and to what extent the issue of monopsony or misuse of power by powerful buyer in a market can be addressed through the lens of competition law. This paper will be divided into the following sections. First, it will discuss the concept monopsony and how it relates to the issue powerful buyers. Second, it will explore the monopsony scenarios in Malaysia. This will be followed by a discussion on the relevant Malaysian competition legal framework as well as its deficiencies, followed by the lessons that can be learnt from a selected jurisdiction that is Indonesia.

2 Monopsony in the context of powerful buyers vs. small sellers

Before looking into the literature gaps underlying the theme of this paper, it is important to understand the different types of market in terms of competition. This is because the nature of this paper concerns regulation of competition in the market. The first type of market is perfect competition. When competition in the market is perfect, there are many buyers and many sellers for a homogenous product and within the same geographic area. Price will be near the marginal cost of the producer or seller of the product concerned hence consumers will benefit in terms of both price and output. The second type of market is imperfect competition. Imperfect competition happens when there is only one seller and many buyers for a homogenous product and within the same geographic market. In this situation, price is dictated by the monopolist who can earn monopoly profits even without producing output at the optimum level. The producer will enjoy
surplus which cannot compensate losses suffered by consumers in terms of high prices or limited output.

The explanation on imperfect competition revolves around market power on the supply side, whereas the concerns in the plight of small sellers against the use of buyer power regards market power on the demand side. This is where monopsony comes into the picture. Monopsony is the market power on the demand side of the market and a monopsonist “is characterized by the only or dominant buyer in town” [Stucke, (2013), p.1510] where a single (or dominant) buyer deals with multiple sellers [OECD, (2008), 245].

There are writings that look at the effects of monopsony or buyer power, and the findings are mixed that is the effect of monopsony or buyer power can be both positive and negative. If buyer power results in lower prices for the consumers of finished products produced from inputs sold by a monopsonist buyer, there can be a good reason for monopsony to be tolerated [OECD, (2008), p.257]. However, the existence of a monopsonist buyer can negatively impact the buyer’s competitors. If the monopsonist buyer imposes a single price to different sellers, the monopsonist buyer can buy up inputs from efficient sources but this will leave its competitors with less efficient sources for their inputs (Noll, 2004). The monopsonist buyer can harm the input market. If the supply curve in the input market is inelastic, it will be costly to convert investment in facilities and factors of production for the inputs for other uses [Stucke, (2013), pp.1536–1537] especially when the monopsonist buyer is protected by entry barriers [Noll, (2004), p.602]. This will discourage such investment and in the long run can reduce future supply of inputs (Noll, 2004). Suppliers of input will compare the costs of producing supply with the expected gains and this will reduce competition within the input market as it becomes less attractive to enter such market, reducing the quality of the products or services that form part of the inputs [Noll, (2004), pp.605–606].

These writings show how important for competition law to address buyer power. In fact, it is possible that monopsony can be more dangerous than monopoly. It has been argued that monopsony is more dangerous when it comes to mergers (Carstensen, 2004). On the other hand, monopoly is more lethal than monopsony with regards to collusion (Jacobson and Dorman, 1992). Joint purchasing or purchasing cooperatives can have pro-competitive effects because they could centralise ordering, combine warehousing or distribution functions or achieve other efficiencies [Federal Trade Commission and US Department of Justice, (2000), para. 3.31(a); OECD, (2008), p.248]. Despite the views that suggest a lesser evil of collusion by buyers, powerful buyers can form buyer cartels and if the cartels are implemented against poor farmers while the buyers also control the downstream market, the effect can be devastating. Similarly, mergers by buyers can be relatively more dangerous but development of law on mergers in countries like Malaysia is slower than on antitrust (anti-competitive agreement and abuse of dominance).

There is another issue that is the writings that theorise monopsony or buyer power do not view such power in the more specific context of the relationship between small sellers and powerful buyers which is evident in sectors such as agriculture. There are writings that discuss the market character of middlemen and whether these buyers harm sellers or farmers. The study by Enete (2009) shows that in the cassava market in Africa, middlemen did not engage in monopsony purchases because farmers sold higher volume of cassava products in the market than powerful buyers while prices appeared more stable.
in countries with more elaborate involvement of powerful buyers. Hayami et al. (1988) also reveal the same pattern in the soybean market in Indonesia where middlemen did not exercise monopsony power and the soybean farmers preferred to deal with powerful buyers because of the lower transportation cost than if they trade directly with retailers. Improvements in transportation infrastructure is a relevant factor that explains the preceding scenarios because in reducing the transportation cost, farmers would start to explore alternative market and this may disadvantage traders including middlemen [Suzuki and Sexton, (2005), p.13]. Surprisingly, the writings that discuss the practice of middlemen point to a disconnect between the middlemen and monopsony/buyer power. It is inappropriate to over-generalise things. A more recent study by Mitra et al. (2018) for example, shows that powerful marketing buyer in the potato market in West Bengal, India earned large margins on average and such margins reflected barriers to entry against farmers’ access to the market as the prices in the market were not passed through to consumers.

Thus, the literature should link the theories attacking or justifying monopsony and buyer power, to the legal consequences of powerful buyer’s conduct against small sellers. Such literature should highlight important elements associated with monopsony such as coercion. “The more the evidence shows that the defendant is forcing sellers to do things that they would not otherwise do in a competitive market, the more likely the defendant is a monopsonist, even when the defendant’s market is relatively low” [Stucke, (2013), pp.1539–1540]. A monopsonist can use its buyer power to force smaller sellers to sell their product to the monopsonist below competitive levels. In order to meet the selling target, rather than stopping production, the sellers particularly farmers will continue producing. This can push prices of commodities further down. At the downstream level however, the monopsonist can keep prices high for the ultimate consumers if they have monopoly power over the output market. In many ways buyer power can give rise to human right issues [Stucke, (2013), pp.1509–1510; Ganesh, (2010), p.1190].

However, the literature does not give an answer to the extent to which competition law can adequately address these elements particularly in developing economies like Malaysia. There is rich literature that debates whether competition law should respond to non-efficiency, socio-economic or developmental concerns. However, there is a need to steer away from such teleological approach and move towards the bread and butter of competition legislative provisions, which will be undertaken in this paper. This is because monopsony or buyer power really affects small sellers particularly in the agricultural sector, and there is a need for competition law to play its role.

3 Monopsony scenario in Malaysia involving powerful buyers and small sellers

The discussion on the monopsony scenarios in Malaysia that involve powerful buyers and small sellers will justify the role of competition law in remedying the problems faced by such sellers. Just as in other developing countries, such monopsony scenarios in Malaysia are evident in the agricultural sector. Dealers in crops, fish and other agricultural products who buy from small holding farmers or fishermen have been touted as engaging in monopsonist and powerful buyers. The powerful buyers are believed to be exploiters of poor farmers (Landa, 2016). Stories about these dealers are not necessarily negative.
These dealers can act as buffers for the farmers during hard times such as natural disaster or unfavourable market conditions (Ray, 1994). Powerful buyers are also not confined to private parties. In certain sectors such as rice, the role of such powerful buyers has been played by state-appointed company. This paper chooses two sectors to be analysed:

1. Rice
2. Poultry.

3.1 Rice

The rice sector is very important to a country like Malaysia as the staple food of the majority of its population is rice. Hence rice is a sensitive issue that has a bearing on food security. Rice is also a sensitive product because the rice sector ‘employs’ thousands of poor farmers who live in most of the disadvantaged regions in Malaysia.

The main player is Padiberas Nasional Berhad (BERNAS) which is a privately-owned state trading enterprise. To say BERNAS is not totally performing government functions is not accurate because it came into existence as a result of the corporatisation of the National Paddy and Rice Board (LPN). In relating BERNAS to the supply chain of rice in Malaysia, the company is the sole importer rice at duty free rates (Vengedasalam et al., 2011). The imported rice will go to first, the national stockpile and second, to BERNAS trading stocks, which means they will be sold to wholesalers (some wholesalers are owned by BERNAS) (Vengedasalam et al., 2011). As regards the locally produced rice, local farmers will sell paddy at a price set by the government to millers some of whom are owned by BERNAS (Vengedasalam et al., 2011). The millers will sell processed rice to wholesalers, just as the case of imported rice, before the product reaches retailers. BERNAS also has a say in grading the yields produced by paddy farmers (ChePa et al., 2016) and acts as a medium for channelling subsidies to farmers (Yong, 2008).

While BERNAS received monopolistic concession from government to import rice [even so, the new Pakatan Harapan Government has committed in 2018 to distribute a portion of the imports (i.e., 30%) to other importers (Rashid, 2018)], it is not clear whether it monopolises paddy purchasers from farmers. Vengedasalam et al. show that BERNAS-owned millers has only around 30% market share. Thus, there is still considerable competition at the downstream market. Furthermore, the price at that market is controlled by the government for the sake of price stability. As such its dealings in the market ideally have to reflect certain minimum protection for farmers and consumers. It has to offer the guaranteed minimum prices (GMP) to farmers while at the same time striving to make the price of rice when it reaches end users reflect the world market price (Vengedasalam et al., 2011).

The market features including the supply chain are more complicated than most of us thought. As put by Wong et al. (2010) competition in the rice sector in Malaysia occurs between groups of companies tied formally or informally with one another. These groups of companies form strategic partnerships along the whole supply chains (seed, production/processing, packaging, wholesale and retail). Thus it is possible that a powerful buyer does not force farmers to sell to it directly but it may induce such sales due to benefits that may come from other parties within the same network. For example, it is easier to arrange credit facilities with a credit provider if farmers sell solely to the powerful buyer who has connection with the credit provider.
3.2 Poultry

The poultry market may be prone to monopsony conditions. The product concerned is broiler chicken. The powerful buyer is integrator which has presence in both upstream and downstream markets [Malaysian Competition Commission, (2014), p.9]. The integrators which are very few in Malaysia (62.5% of the market was held by ten integrators [Malaysian Competition Commission, (2014), p.2]) operate both grandparent stock farms and parent stock farms (Yong, 2019). Through these farms the integrators sell chicks to farmers (Yong, 2019). The integrators also operate plants that process the animal feed that they sell to the farmers. The farmers will contract with an integrator where upon the expiration of a certain period, they will make available chicken which have to have the qualities specified by the integrator, and transported also according to standards set by the integrator before the chicken are processed by the same integrator (Yong, 2019). The integrator will process the chicken and sell them to distributors, wholesalers and retailers. If the standards are not followed, the farmers may be asked to compensate the integrator (Yong, 2019). The integrator contracts with a great number of farmers such that in terms of the quantity purchased, the integrator has a lot to bargain with the farmers. Farmers are also expected to invest because they may be required to comply with latest technology, standards and practices. For example, a few state governments now are making it compulsory for farmers to use closed chicken coops, a more expensive method than the open ones (Yong, 2019). Due to the high investment needed, it will be more difficult for the farmers to find alternative purchasers for their products.

4 Malaysian competition legal framework

Competition law has to apply to monopsony cases because the law protects competition in the market through rules on market structure and market conduct. Competition law is also supposed to remedy market imperfections though there can be exceptions with regard to natural monopoly. The comprehensive competition statute in Malaysia is the Competition Act 2010 (CA 2010). At the time of the writing of this article, the CA 2010 only has provisions on market conduct. There are no provisions regulating market structure, hence ex ante regulation of mergers involving monopsonist or powerful buyers is not covered by the CA 2010.

The CA 2010 prohibits two categories of anti-competitive conduct: anti-competitive agreement and abuse of dominant position. The types of conduct which are prohibited by the CA 2010 are elucidated in Table 1.

Table 1 shows that the prohibition of acquisition of supply by a single purchaser or a few powerful purchasers is not spelt out in either Section 4 or Section 10 of the CA 2010. However, both provisions may implicitly implicate such buyers. There is a need to differentiate between conduct that involves more than one powerful buyer (under the notion of anti-competitive agreement) and unilateral monopsony conduct (under the notion of abuse of dominant position). Since monopsony has always been equated to monopoly it is better to begin with the second category which is unilateral monopsony conduct.
### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>By effect or object</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>Price fixing</td>
<td>Object</td>
<td>Unfair pricing/trading conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sharing markets or sources of supply</td>
<td></td>
<td>Limiting or controlling production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Limiting or controlling production</td>
<td></td>
<td>Refusal to supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bid rigging</td>
<td></td>
<td>Market discrimination (incl price discrimination)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information sharing</td>
<td>Effect</td>
<td>Tying/bundling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Restrictions on advertising</td>
<td></td>
<td>Predatory behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standardisation agreements</td>
<td></td>
<td>Buying up scarce resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>Resale price maintenance</td>
<td></td>
<td>Margin squeeze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exclusive purchase agreement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exclusive distribution agreement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>covering a geographical area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exclusive customer allocation agreement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Up-front access payments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** MyCC guidelines on chapter 1 prohibitions and MyCC guidelines on chapter 2 prohibitions

#### 4.1 Unilateral conduct of a powerful buyer

The unilateral conduct of a powerful buyer, and even monopsonist will attract the application of the rules against abuse of dominant position in section of the 10 CA 2010. The existence of monopsony power in a powerful buyer alone is not prohibited by the CA 2010. The monopsonist or the powerful buyer must first abuse its dominant position in the market. Section 10(2)(a) can be relevant as it involves the imposition of unfair pricing or other trading conditions by a dominant buyer. The fact that a monopsonist middleman imposes too low prices on farmers or fishermen, for example, can be considered an unfair pricing or trading condition. There can also be non-pricing unfair conduct. For example, the middleman may impose cuts whether quantitatively or qualitatively on the produce that producers seek to sell through it. The monopsonist or powerful buyer that makes purchases from farmers has a say in determining the quantity or quality of the products that can be accepted, but if the reductions are justified by lack of quality, it may be difficult to say that the conduct of the monopsonist and powerful buyer is abusive. Even if it is found to be so, the conduct can have reasonable commercial justification hence excluded from liability by virtue of Section 10(3). It can be trickier if the reason for the cuts or reductions is to 'stabilise' prices. This will be a challenge to the application of Section 10 of the CA 2010 to monopsony cases that involve powerful buyers.
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Monopsony can also be read from the sui generis type of abuse found in Section 10(2)(g) – buying up scarce resources. Buying up scarce resources is unique. It is not found in EU competition law, but it has its origin in South African competition law. Section 10(2)(g) provides:

“Buying up a scarce supply of intermediate goods or resources required by a competitor, in circumstances where the enterprise in a dominant position does not have a reasonable commercial justification for buying up the intermediate goods or resources to meet its own needs.”

The recourse to Section 10(2)(g) can prevent powerful buyers with a dominant position from buying supplies in large quantities at the expense of other purchasers. However, the small sellers are not the direct beneficiary of this provision.

4.2 Conduct involving more than one buyer

Non-single firm conduct of powerful buyers can be equated to oligopsony. Again, oligopsony is not found in the CA 2010. Such conduct can either fall under anti-competitive agreements (Section 4) or abuse of collective dominance (Section 10).

Anti-competitive agreements can be horizontal, i.e., between the powerful buyers themselves or vertical, i.e., between a powerful buyer and small sellers. The prohibition arising from these agreements has two types: prohibition by object and prohibition by effect. Prohibition by object means if any of the type of agreement mentioned in the prohibiting provision is found to exist, an infringement finding can be made without the need to prove the effect of the conduct against competition in the market. Prohibition by object is covered by Section 4(2) of the CA 2010 which is a deeming provision. Prohibition by effect requires market effects of the agreement to be assessed.

Powerful buyers including middlemen can form ‘buyer cartels’ especially if they fix purchase prices against small sellers. Such horizontal agreements can have anti-competitive object as per Section 4(2)(a) of the CA 2010. That provision clearly provides that price fixing is not only with regards to selling price but also purchase price indicating the relevance of buyer power. Then, Section 4(2)(b) speaks about sharing sources of supply which means agreeing to buy only from certain suppliers (MyCC guidelines on chapter 1 prohibition, para. 3.27.2). Section 4(2)(b) is about sharing, not controlling supply. Controlling production is mentioned in Section 4(2)(c) and it includes agreeing on production quotas which normally has the same effect as setting a higher price (MyCC guidelines on chapter 1 prohibition, para. 3.27.3). In addressing the issue of joint purchasing agreements by powerful buyers, both Section 4(2)(b) and Section 4(2)(c) may need to be combined. Joint actions by powerful buyers may involve a decision on who is to purchase from who [Section 4(2)(b)] and another decision to purchase the whole or most of the goods produced by each farmer before the purchased goods are collected or accumulated, whether processed or not, and resold at a far higher price. However, an agreement between the powerful buyers must be proven to exist, something which can be a challenge to the MyCC.

This is evident in the wood sellers case (Malaysian Competition Commission, 2017). The case is a non-infringement decision by the MyCC relating to purchase of rubber wood small logs to be processed into wood fibres before they are turned into a special type of fibreboard panels, used to manufacture furniture. The purchasers subject to investigation were two big companies who produced the panels. They allegedly had
colluded to fix prices by lowering the prices of small logs sold by loggers who contracted with rubber small holders. In fact, the two companies were alleged to have attempted to recruit a few other companies into the price fixing pact. It was claimed that the alleged collusive arrangement by the two purchasing companies had resulted in oppression on the contracting loggers which also harmed the small holders. Unfortunately, no infringement was recorded due to lack of evidence.

Apart from anti-competitive agreements, non-single conduct of powerful buyers can be caught by prohibition under Section 10 by falling under the category of abuse of collective dominance. Rather than attaching dominance to one enterprise, the notion of dominance relates to few market players. This may be relevant to oligopoly or oligopsony where the enterprises exercise significant market power together. They must act similarly to exclude equally efficient competitors from the market. Collective dominance is rare, however. This will act as a constraint to the use of Section 10 as will be discussed below.

4.3 Constraints within Malaysian competition legal framework

The analysis of the CA 2010 shows some constraints in the act’s role in addressing the problems faced by small sellers in their relationship with powerful buyers. This is despite the position that monopsony and buyer power have within the body of knowledge underlying competition law and policy. This paper will first go to the overall view of the regulatory framework in Malaysia. Then it will look at the particularities of the provisions of the CA 2010.

Regarding the overall view of the CA 2010, among the main constraints is the very nature of the 2010 Act which follows the EU model. The model separates between law that protects the process of competition and law that addresses unfair competition. The objective of the CA 2010 is the protection of the competitive process, not competitors. At the time of the writing of this paper, Malaysia is yet to have legislation that addresses unfair competition. Interestingly, the Malaysian fair trade practices policy that preceded the CA 2010 has reference to unfair competition but the reference was dropped from the CA 2010 (Rahman and Ahamat, 2016). This makes it difficult for the CA 2010 to address questions like the use of coercion unless they are clearly mentioned in the type of anti-competitive conduct prohibited by the CA 2010. One of them is imposition of unfair prices and other trading conditions as a type abusive conduct [under Section 10(2)(a)]. Coercion can be considered unfair but fairness is difficult to measure and where entry barriers are low (for example, if it is easy to find alternative sources including from overseas), unfair pricing can be hardly abusive.

Regarding the particular provisions of the CA 2010, the analysis of Sections 4 and 10 of the act shows that the terms such as monopsony, duopsony or oligopsony are not found in those provisions. While there are still rooms for manoeuvre indirectly against such conduct by powerful buyers especially if it harms small sellers, lack of direct provisions may make it difficult for MyCC to act.

There is difficulty caused by the existing substantive and procedural requirements that need to be satisfied before an infringement finding under Section 4 or Section 10 is made. With regards to Section 4 (on anti-competitive agreement), although the implementation of a buyer cartel can fall under the deeming provision [Section 4(2)], it must be shown that an agreement to fix prices by the buyers for example, exists. Even if
the definition of agreement under the CA 2010 is broad enough to cover mere attendance in a decision making event [in the USA, the test used is unity of purpose, common design or understanding, or meeting of the minds (American Tobacco Co. v. United States, 328 U.S. 781, 810 (1946) [see Joshua and Jordan, (2004), p.655])] there must be evidence to such an effect. The MyCC decision in wood sellers shows that quite a high threshold of evidence is needed in order to prove such an agreement.

In wood sellers, the downward trend in prices was noted by the MyCC but no sufficient link with the alleged anti-competitive agreement was found as the low prices were rather due to factors associated with market forces including oversupply of materials and lower demand from purchasers. There were indications as to possibly implicating facts such as both purchasers have plants close to each other which may facilitate cartels. This also was not enough to prove price fixing agreement between them. This is despite ‘concerted practice’ being included as a mode of cartel under the CA 2010 but to prove concerted practice is even more difficult on top of proving the behaviour of cartel including price fixing, market sharing, and output limitation.

The facts in the wood sellers case showed that the two companies purchased 60% and 70% of the relevant raw materials in Malaysia. This may indicate market power hence Section 10 of the CA 2010 (which speaks about abuse of dominant position) could be relevant, but it was not pursued. The greatest concern with Section 10 is the task of the respective regulator to conduct market analysis in order to establish dominance. This is on top of the necessity to prove the existence of an abuse. Market shares alone are not enough to determine dominance. One has to look at other factors including entry barriers. There are also challenges to proving abuse in the event that an unfair element is alleged because, as said, competition regulators may be reluctant to hold dominant firms accountable if entry barriers are low. This is where the speciality of monopsony or buyer power coming from the demand side may require monopsony or buyer power to be treated differently. Market power threshold can be lower for monopsony than it is for monopoly (Stucke, 2013). Hence there should be a case for greater concerns if such market power is exercised by the buyer at the expense of micro or very small sellers.

In the same case (wood sellers), at least two different regions (Southern and Northern regions of Peninsula Malaysia) were identified in which the products were sold by the powerful buyers, but because the case was based on Section 4(2), defining of the relevant geographical market was not needed. However, the facts offered could explain a lot about potential monopsony, oligopsony or buyer power. There were facts about prices for the product concerned in those regions. The region with more sellers registered more competitive prices than the region with fewer sellers. Analysis of the price as well as the number sellers can offer a good indicator as to the impact of the duopsony. In order to do such, investigation had to be done based on Section 10 of the CA 2010.

This will be challenging because some notions are not easy to be operationalised. For example, collective dominance which should be brought to the fore needs to be effectively interpreted. If such notions are not well explained by law or policy, they will add on to the complexity in the market analysis that has to be completed. If monopsony (or its non-single equivalences) is to be investigated, the differentiations between monopoly (or oligopoly) and monopsony (or oligopsony) have to be grappled so that the question about whether the conduct of powerful buyers is harmful or not, can be answered.
5 Lessons that may be learnt from Indonesia?

The comprehensive competition legislation in Indonesia is the Law No. 5 of 1999 concerning the ban on monopolistic practices and unfair business competition (Law No. 5 of 1999). The Indonesian competition legislation creates three main categories of prohibition:

1. prohibited contracts
2. prohibited activities
3. dominant position.

Unlike the Malaysian Competition Act 2010, there is a specific provision in Indonesian competition law that addresses the issue of monopsony. Article 18 of Law No. 5 of 1999 prohibits business actors from controlling the acquisition of supplies or acting as sole buyer of goods or services in the relevant market which may potentially cause monopolistic practices and/or unfair business competition (Article 18(1) of Law No. 5 of 1999). By virtue of Article 18(2) business actors or enterprises are deemed to control the acquisition of supplies or to be acting as sole buyer if they control more than 50% of the market share of a certain type of goods or services. This makes it easier to prove that a powerful buyer controls acquisition of supplies or acts as a sole buyer of goods or services in the relevant market. It must be noted that monopsony power is not sufficient to warrant an action under the Indonesian competition law because the use the power must lead to unfair competition.

The Indonesian competition authority (KPPU) itself was reported to be involved in measures that sought to remove powerful buyers from the supply chain in the rice sector (CNN Indonesia, 2017). The KPPU considered to conduct an investigation against a powerful company in the rice industry in Bekasi, Java, Indonesia (PT IBU). The company bought husks from farmers at IDR4,900 per kg to be milled and sold as rice at between IDR13,700 and 20,400 per kg (Media Indonesia, 2017). The price was higher than those charged by other purchasers indicating that it could be welfare-improving for the farmers but the KPPU also considered its impact on other smaller rice millers.

The settlement of this case did not end with a clear verdict that competition law has been violated. The prosecution rather relied on the Law No. 18 of 2012 regarding food, the criminal code and the Law No. 8 of 1999 regarding consumer protection (Indrawan, 2018). The law enforcement in this case (i.e., the police) had been tainted with claims of maladministration (Pelitasari, 2017; Ginanjara, 2017) as it failed to scrutinise the inaccurate public complaints and made inconsistent findings. It also led to the revocation of the Ministry of Trade Regulation Number 27/2017 on food reference price that set the retail price of rice at Rp 9,000 for consumers of all types. Overall this case shows that the KPPU failed to proceed to investigate the violation of competition law, but approximately 1,700 employees were dismissed or terminated (Aziza, 2017). The main purpose of Law No. 5 of 1999 to promote the welfare of the people could be argued to be put to test. One very interesting fact is that PT IBU was a rice miller and since it bought directly from the farmers, it could be said to have benefited the market by cutting out the powerful buyers from the supply chain. PT IBU could be said to promote the welfare of farmers due to their high purchase prices but the law enforcement saw it from a different angle. PT IBU bought dried grain from farmers in Karawan and Bekasi at very good
prices and the prices were considered harmful to milling entrepreneurs who could not buy from farmers for that price (Kuswandi, 2017).

In the case of seaweed production in East Sumba, East Nusa Tenggara [better known as the PT ASTIL case (Komisi Pengawas Persaingan Usaha, 2016), the KPPU found that the suspect (PT Algae Sumba Timur Lestari (PT ASTIL)) had infringed Law No. 5 of 1999 for engaging in the practice of monopsony [Komisi Pengawas Persaingan Usaha, (2016), pp.221–224]. Farmers who harvested seaweed had to contract and sell their product (dried seaweed) to the suspect subject to certain standards, terms and conditions. The KPPU decided that the suspect infringed Article 18 because it acted as the sole buyer of dried seaweed in the market of East Sumba.

The decision of the KPPU in PT ASTIL was criticised on the ground that the monopsony-related arrangement offered farmers better prices and benefited them by increasing the number of seaweed producers and brought them out of poverty (Sari, 2016). This argument was not fully accepted by the KPPU because the law should not only consider benefits to the powerful buyer or the farmers but also the effects on other business actors including the powerful buyer’s competitors (Sari, 2016). The decision of the KPPU was finally overturned by the Indonesian Supreme Court (Supreme Court of Indonesia, 2017). The supreme court viewed that PT ASTIL was a natural monopoly and also alluded to the fact that the farmers were not compelled to sell their produce to the alleged monopsonist because farmers could sell elsewhere (Supreme Court of Indonesia, 2017).

Apart from the unilateral conduct of a single enterprise alone, powerful buyers could be implicated by the contracts or agreements that they entered into. In Indonesia, powerful buyers who make joint purchases of goods from farmers or fishermen could be implicated by Article 13 of Law No. 5 of 1999 which prohibits enterprises from making any contract with the intention to jointly control the purchase or acquisition of supplies in order to control prices of goods or services in the relevant market (oligopsony). The market share is important in proving oligopsony. For example, if the contracting enterprises had 75% of the market share, their conduct could be prone to joint control of purchase of supplies infringing the prohibition of oligopsony.

There have been cases in which powerful buyers in sectors where micro and small enterprises sold their products to powerful buyers were investigated by the KPPU. The cases involved purchase of iron ore by two companies (Komisi Pengawas Persaingan Usaha Republik Indonesia, 2006a) and the purchase of raw salt by seven producers of Komisi Pengawas Persaingan Usaha Republik Indonesia (2006b).

In these cases, the suspects were investigated for oligopsony but the KPPU found that they did not infringe Law No. 5 of 1999. In PT Garam, the KPPU found that the market structure for the purchase of raw salt in North Sumatra is oligopsonic but the purchasing power was not caused by the agreement between the purchasers [Komisi Pengawas Persaingan Usaha Republik Indonesia, (2006b), para. 3.10.2.5]. It was also found that there was no agreement with the purpose of collectively acquiring the purchase or supply of salt in North Sumatra and to control its prices there (Komisi Pengawas Persaingan Usaha Republik Indonesia, 2006, para. 3.10.2.5). In Perusahaan Daerah Aneka Usaha Manungtung Berseri and PT. Kuang Ye Indo International Mining Development monopsony, oligopsony and abuse of dominance were read together as the basis for investigating powerful buyers. This made the proving of a breach of competition law by a powerful buyer difficult. Interestingly, in Perusahaan Daerah Aneka Usaha
The Indonesian experience shows that to use competition law provision on monopsony against powerful buyers is not an easy task. In the PT IBU case, the act of the powerful buyer was argued to be beneficial to the farmers but was detrimental to the buyer’s competitors. The same was argued in PT ASTIL. These cases show that when it comes to single act of powerful buyer, the Indonesian competition authority gives special consideration to the some direct but short run benefits of the exercise of monopsony or buyer power to the farmers and other small sellers. As regards non-single conduct, i.e., conduct by more than one powerful buyer, investigations were complicated by the difficulty of drawing a nexus between buyer power and agreement by powerful buyers.

6 Conclusions

The discussion above show that monopsony and buyer power can explain the effect of the conduct of powerful buyers on small sellers. However, the operationalisation of competition law to address the monopsony scenarios that exist in Malaysia is limited. The Malaysian competition law whose main legislation is the Competition Act 2010 does not have explicit reference to monopsony or oligopsony. The existing prohibitions of anti-competitive agreement and abuse of dominant position can be used against powerful buyers, but the enforcement of those prohibitions is constrained by not only the high thresholds of the general substantive and procedural requirements that apply to both seller power and buyer power, but also the ambiguities in the comparison between them.

The study on Indonesia shows that its competition law has provisions which explicitly mention monopsony and oligopsony. However, enforcement of those provisions has also been constrained by insufficient economic and legal evidentiary tools. Hence, positive findings of infringement or violation are hard to be made despite the existence of monopsonic or oligopsonic conditions in the market.

Consequently, the inclusion of monopsony, oligopsony or buyer power into competition legislation does not guarantee more effective action against the conduct of powerful buyers that harms small sellers. There is difficulty in proving anti-competitive conduct of the powerful buyers. Hence, the focus of the law should shift to the how the law deals with anti-competitive market structure, or to extraneous means including the law that protects micro, SMEs.

Indonesia has Law No. 20 of 2008 regarding micro, SMEs. Article 35(1) of the law that prohibits large enterprises from owning and/or controlling micro, small, and/or medium enterprise as their business partners in the implementation of partnership relationship. The contractual relationships between large enterprises and micro/small enterprises are regulated through principles such as core plasma.

Core plasma refers to a relationship between a large or medium enterprise which acts as core and a micro or small enterprises which acts as the plasmas of the former [Pakpahan, (2014), p.101]. With such a concept medium and large enterprises may be required by Article 27 of Law No. 20 of 2008 to help micro and small enterprises in...
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providing them with among others production facilities, technical guidance and marketing of their production [Pakpahan, (2014), p.101]. The relationship between both must create mutual benefits. Like in molecular science, the core plasma concept ties a group of micro and small enterprises to a large enterprise in the smallest unit so that the core will work in symbiosis with its plasmas. Focusing on the last aspect of the assistance, i.e., marketing assistance, a powerful buyer which markets the products of a micro and small enterprise can be regulated by this law in ensuring that the purchases made will not harm the interests of the micro or small seller. The implementation of the core plasma concept against unethical powerful buyers will be an interesting thing to be observed.

The differences between Indonesia and Malaysia in terms of political, economic, social and legal landscapes need to be taken into account though. But it is possible that the difficulty of the law enforcement in addressing the problems faced by micro and small enterprises in the market persists in both countries. Therefore, future research can be undertaken to study the introduction of unfair competition law in Malaysia. The research should look at whether the unfair competition law can address the loopholes in the CA 2010 in relation to monopsony and buyer power. Research can also be conducted on monopsony and buyer power in services sector as the discussion in this paper focuses on the goods sector. Services sector are now being subject to critical studies especially where the digital economy and the digital market are involved. There is an issue whether market players such as digital platforms are buyers or mere middlemen. Monopsony and middlemen can be found in services sector including the digital market. Research can be done as to how the notion of monopsony interacts with the factors that make the digital market different from conventional market. For example, there are digital platforms and there can a question as to whether the platforms such as Uber are buyers from service providers or mere middlemen. This will have implication on the possible extension of principles of monopsony to new cases.
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